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present and immediate future living, are interdependent.
Desirable experiences will evolve if good planning by the
entire group releases creative thinking, scientific exploration,
democratic organizing, coordinating, and the use of every
available resource for study. A corollary to these standards
for working is that pupils must be given time to think things
through, and to analyze their purposes in terms of what seems
important to them. Through wise guidance pupils may be
led to seek the most important aspects of their problems and,
after study and action, to associate consciously the results of
what they have done to life as they know it. As the children
work together, recognize difficulties, and pause to work
through them, they may learn to understand each other's limi-
tations and be more appreciative of others' help to them.
An experience or series of experiences in the preschool and
lower elementary years will naturally be shorter and more
quickly completed and produce fewer concepts than those
undergone by children in the intermediate and later elemen-
tary school years whose insight has deepened. No series of
experiences should be limited by a set time, lest emotional
satisfaction, the most important goal of all, be lost. A person
is likely to be satisfied only when he has reached conclusions
adequate for his particular needs at that time.
Children whose capacities enable them to learn more than
the others in the group, or who work more rapidly than the
majority of the group, should be encouraged to engage in
additional experiences related to those being studied by the
group. They might read more extensively and on a more
mature level about the same general topic, take more respon-
sibility for leadership and coordinating activities, or lead the
evaluation which concludes each experience or serieS of expe-
There are many other related experiences which
D enjoy doing and which have intellectual value, &ich
the illustrative materials,, compiling references,
g^rtg fee "bidtetiii boards, and assisting in preparing mate-

